Measuring cognitive load with a low-budget Arduino device
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Motivation

Research question

Considering cognitive load when developing user interfaces is
important, especially when tasks are performed in addition to
safety-relevant tasks as a driving task. There are various
physiological measurements to detect shifts in cognitive load. As
researcher, the most important requirement when choosing a
method is the validity and reliability of the method. But there are
also other important requirements, as availability and the costs of
the device. Today there are several approaches, many of them
involving Arduino-based devices, that promise to fulfill all those
requirements.

 When varying cognitive workload, does the Arduino device detect
skin conductance shifts in a valid matter?

Device

Method

 Dual-task study with a within-subject design (N=9 participants)
 Critical Tracking Task (CTT) [1] as primary task, auditive n-back
(1,2) as secondary task
 Recording cognitive load via skin conductance, questionnaire and
task performance

Tasks

The device is based on the project „DIY Arduino Lie Detector“ [2].
Main components are:
 Arduino Nano R3
 220k Resistor
 Cables
 Battery
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Results skin conductance

Results subjective questionnaire

 Skin conductance level while performing the 1-back task
constantly lies over the 2-back level
 Device can’t discriminate between n-back levels in a valid way

 Scale reports higher values for 2-back task during all sets
 Results are according to expectations and existing research

Conclusion
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Even though recorded skin conductance values looked promising
(low rate of outliers, reliability of recording), results can not confirm
validity of the device to measure cognitive workload. In further
studies, influence of used components should be investigated.
Statistical validity should be increased by a larger sample size.
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